The "Leipzig Wind Profile" is a unique example of a representative wind distribution in the frictional layer which resulted from MILDNER'S set of 28 pilot-balloon observations with two theodolites on October 20, 1931, near Leipzig for a stable weather situation. It is shown, that the vectors of geostrophic motion and ground drag follow from the wind profile when a scalar austausch is assumed. The re-computed vertical austausch-distribution indicates that the energy for maintaining the turbulence in a steady frictional wind profile is taken from the potential energy of the horizontal pressure field by means of the steady flow of air across the isobars.
The frictional layer is the atmospheric layer adjacent to the ground where turbulent stresses are significant. Consequently, the frictional layer is characterized by considerable deviations of the observed wind from the theoretical air motion which follows from the pressure distribution with the aid of the equations of motion when friction is neglected.
Let us assume that the wind in any given horizontal plane is a steady uniform rectilinear flow. Then, the variations of the turbulent stresses in the horizontal directions are negligible such that only the vertical variations need be considered. The equation of motion for this case is T' = efi (V -e) (1) when the prime denotes the partial differentiation with respect to height z (meters) and Let us define the turbulent stress as proportional to the wind shear, i.e. 
T = A v '
where A = austausch-coefficient, g/cm sec; A is invariably positive and a function of x . In general, a linear relation between two vectors-as in eq. (2)-defines a tensor. However, it will be shown below that a scalar austausch coefficient is sufficient and-owin to our necessary to describe the characteristics of turbulence in the frictional layer. 
Since the scale product of two vectors which are perpendicular to each other equals zero, we obtain from eq. (4) the following geometrical relations: By means of a graphical differentiation as based on a smoothed line connecting the endpoints of the averaged observed v-vectors in the frictional layer, MILDNER obtained with the aid of SOLBERG'S formula and the geostrophic wind from the weather maps the following A-valucs (see Table I ) . For the sake of brevity let us refer to Mildner's wind observations as the "Leipzig Wind Profile."
In re-examining the "Leipzig Wind Profile" this author found that the results which follow from eq. (10) are considerably affected by relatively small variations of the azimuth of the geostrophic wind. It had to be concluded that the geostrophic wind as taken from the weather map might be too inaccurate in comparison with the value derived from the wind profile when ccrtain geometrical relations are considered.
Let the subscripts x and y denote the horizontal vector components in the directions of i and i i, respectively. For convenience, let us assume that +' = o and let the direction of i be parallel to G . The assumption +' = o is generally a satisfactory one; it means that the horizontal density distribution is uniform or thermal winds are negligiblc.
Moreover, let us assume that in the frictional layer the terms p' v are negligible in comparison with Q v'. Considering the relative shallowness of the atmospheric layer in question (o _I 2 5 1,000 in), 9' = o appears to be a tolerable approximation.
There exist thc two significant levels ,zl and z2 in the frictional layer. At z = zl , v,,, the wind component pcrpcndicular to +, reaches its first extreme value when at z = z2, vx, thc wind component pardlel to +, reaches its first Table 2 ). All computations were carried The formulation of the geophysical conditions of wind profile observations is incomplete when data about the hydrostatic stratification of the air and the characteristics of the roughness of the earth's surface is missing.
MILDNER (1932) stated that the observations
were taken in a uniform "warm" air mass and that no indication of convectional .processes occurred from 091 5-1615 hours during which period the 28 pibal ascents were carried out. 
MILDNER'S averaeed obyervations
In the same air mass, the 1400 hour sounding at the aerological station Lindenberg (less than 100 miles from Leipzig) showed a rather uniform lapse rate of -0.65" C/rm m in the layer under consideration, which corresponds to an increase of potential temperature of 0.35" C/IOO m.
The characteristics of the ground can be described by the fact that the ascents started over a grass-covered airfield while the surroundings were rather plain. MILDNER states that the wind passed over the city before the air arrived at the station which may have influenced the turbulence to an unknown degree.
MILDNER'S examination of the weather maps resulted in a 2.5 mb/Ioo km horizontal pressure gradient which was independent of height in the lower I km layer; thus, S = 1 0 p [ /@I= = 17.5 m/sec which equals our value in the above list.
The "Leipzig Wind Profile" is a rather unique and-at the present time-unparalleled example of a representative wind distribution in the frictional layer of the atmosphere. Therefore, and in order to stimulate further research, it appears justifiable to publish in Table 3 Table 3 .
In view of certain numerical integration difficulties which arise from insufficient knowledge of wind distribution in the lowest 50 mlayer, the differences of the three A-series athree &distributions, therefore, may be called the "representative average" of the austauschdistribution from the "Lcipzig Wind Profile". Table 3 shows also the standard deviation of the average. With reference to Table I , MILD-NER'S A-values are of the true order of magnitude; however, they are too large below 300 m and too small above owing to incorrect assumptions with regard to the azimuth of the geostrophic wind. It appears significant that the vertical distributions of A and u,, are rather similar to each other (see Table 3 ). This may indicate that the energy for maintaining austausch or turbulence in a steady frictional wind profile is taken from the potential energy of the horizontal pressure distribution by means of uy, the steady flow from higher to lower pressure which, naturally, must reduce, and finally, eliminate the horizontal pressure differences or, the geostrophic motions, when these are not renewed by other atmospheric processes. Fig. 2 shows the "Lcipzig Wind Profile" as an illustration of an observed frictional wind spiral. Fig. 3 shows the corresponding stress spiral.
Finally, it may be noted that the direct integration of eq. ( I ) with regard to the boundary conditions at z = 00: Tw = 0, vm = e, yields pear tolerable. The arithmetic average of t 1 e 
